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Abstract: Interoperability testing is widely recognized as a key to achieve seamless interoperability
of smart grid applications, given the complex nature of modern power systems. In this work,
the interoperability testing methodology proposed by the European Commission Joint Research
Centre is applied to a specific use case in the context of smart grids. The selected use case examines
a flexibility activation mechanism in a power grid system and includes DSO SCADA, Remote Terminal
Unit and flexibility source, interacting to support a voltage regulation service. The adopted test bed
consists of a real-time power grid simulator, a communication network emulator and use case actors’
models in a hardware-in-the-loop setup. The breakdown of the interoperability testing problem is
accomplished by mapping the use case to the SGAM layers, specifying the Basic Application Profiles
together with the Basic Application Interoperability Profiles (BAIOPs) and defining the design of
experiments to carry out during the laboratory testing. Furthermore, the concepts of inter- and
intra-BAIOP testing are formalized to reflect complementary interests of smart grid stakeholders.
Experimental results prove the applicability of the methodology for testing the interoperability of
large-scale and complex smart grid systems and reveal interesting features and possible pitfalls
which should be considered when investigating the parameters responsible for the disruption of a
system interoperability.
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1. Introduction

To meet climate change and energy policy objectives, a major transformation of the electricity
infrastructure is required. Therefore, in order to attain the technological, social and regulatory
objectives, Smart Grids (SGs) were introduced as systems of systems with a broad scope incorporating
electric power, information, communication, and business domains [1]. Moving in the direction
of this new era of intelligent SGs, it is increasingly important to understand how the different SG
components interoperate, and how the proposed standards ensure interoperability (IOP) among
these components. Furthermore, new components and renewable technologies are changing the
conventional power system structure. The current energy infrastructure will have to become more
flexible, requiring the establishment of data communications among all actors (industrial and end
users). In such a case, it is necessary to guarantee that all components work together seamlessly, i.e.,
they are ‘interoperable’. According to [2], IOP can be defined as the “ability of two or more networks,
systems, devices, applications, or components to interwork, to exchange and use information in
order to perform required functions”. In this regard, IOP was identified from the very beginning
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as the main challenge for the deployment of the SGs, in which technologies and companies from
very diverse domains converge: electricity technologies at large, grid measurement, protection and
control, Distributed Energy Resource (DER) management, industrial automation and power electronics,
Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) at large, building and home automation,
smart metering. This diversity of domains gives place to the overlapping of many standards and
different standardization approaches.

There is quite an extensive research work in IOP literature focusing on different SG domains
with respect to their relevant standards. In this regard, and in response to the European M/490
mandate, the “CEN-CENELEC Smart Grid Set of Standards” document [3] provides a comprehensive
list of standards for supporting and fostering the deployment of SG systems in Europe facilitating
interoperable solutions. In particular, it provides any SG stakeholder with a selection guide in order to
set out the most appropriate (existing and upcoming) standards to consider, depending on the specific
SG system and the Smart Grid Architecture Model (SGAM) layer of interest.

Paper [4] explores the modelling structure of IEC 61850 standard for microgrid protection systems
and highlights the IOP issues that might arise from the ambiguity and flexibility in IEC 61850 and
proposes a framework for microgrid protection which can include an IOP testing to check interactions
between different devices. However, it does not elaborate how the IOP testing should be done.
Wind power energy communications and the standard designed in this regard (IEC 61400-25) are the
focus of [5]. In this reference, a procedure is developed to implement a gateway which transforms
legacy or proprietary protocols into IEC 61400-25 MMS-based protocol. The scope of [5] is the
implementation of the above-mentioned gateway providing a uniform communication platform to
monitor and control wind power plants. However, it does not discuss what the IOP issues might
be that this platform can solve and mainly focuses on the integration of different wind turbines
from different brands. Paper [6] describes sensor interface standards used in the SGs and the need
for IOP testing in this regard. An IOP test system for eight commercial Phasor Measurement Unit
(PMU)-based Smart Sensors (SSs) is developed and shown to verify IOP. The focus in [6] relies on the
communication process between the SS client (PMU Connection Tester) and SS server (PMU under
test) and to check whether this process is collaborative and the messages are compatible with the SS
communication protocol.

Papers [5,6] are two examples of common practices to perform IOP testing in the SG domain.
However, such common practices do not follow a methodological approach proposed specifically
for this domain. Furthermore, there is literature following methodological approaches which were
not originally proposed for the energy domain but could be used for SG purposes. As an example,
paper [7] adapts the i-Score methodology which was initially developed in the US military context to
the SG domain. The IOP Score (i-Score) model from [8] is used in [7] with a focus on improving the
normalized i-Score. The IOP rating in [7] focuses on the data exchange and the five IOP levels [9] from
level 0 (isolated systems) to level 4 (common conceptual model and semantic consistency). However,
the IOP Score does not provide a clear picture of the technical aspects of the interactions between
different systems providing a specific objective in the SG domain. In fact, the focus on [7] is towards
the data interchange and the interface documentation while, for the IOP ranking, the interfaces are not
scored based on their functionalities.

In a nutshell, whereas the IOP has been recognized as a crucial component for fostering grid
modernization, IOP testing is still far from being commonly specified. The common practice of
developing ad hoc IOP testing procedures without the adoption of well-structured methodological
approaches might produce tests affected by side effects such as lack of reproducibility, poor quality,
longer development time and higher cost. In this context, the Smart Grid Coordination Group (SG-CG)
of CEN-CENELEC has delivered the “Methodologies to facilitate smart grid system interoperability
through standardization, system design and testing” report [2]. In [2], a methodology is illustrated
for achieving IOP of SG projects through: use case (UC) creation and system design; definition of
IOP profiles based on UCs, standards and specifications; compliance, conformance and IOP testing.
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This methodology is supported by the provision of a SGAM-based “IOP Tool”, an Excel tool that helps
the user to find the required standards for specification, profiling and testing under an IOP perspective.
It can be noted, however, that only a very small subset of the more than 500 standards therein reported
have been actually tested under an IOP perspective.

To fill this gap and as extension and further refinement of [2], a systematic approach for developing
SG IOP tests has been proposed by the Smart Grid Interoperability Laboratory (SGILab) at the European
Commission Joint Research Centre (EC-JRC). In [10], the JRC-SGILab has proposed a structured
framework for IOP testing which consists of a step-wise procedure for the experimenter/developer
to smoothly design an IOP test. The activities of the suggested IOP testing process need to be
explicitly followed and involve: (1) UC elaboration; (2) specification of Basic Application Profiles
(BAPs); (3) elaboration of the Basic Application Interoperability Profiles (BAIOPs); (4) statistical
Design of the Experiments (DoE); (5) laboratory testing; (6) statistical Analysis of the Experiments
(AoE). The tutorial paper [11] provides a condensed insight of the methodology and shows how it
could be used successfully, focusing on the first three steps of the methodology (i.e., UC definition,
BAPs and BAIOPs elaboration) for a demand side management UC. In [12], a small-scale advanced
metering infrastructure UC exemplifies the applicability of the methodology reported in [10], focusing
in particular on the DoE procedure.

The objective of the research work described in the present paper is the specific application
of the JRC-SGILab methodology reported in [10] for a Distribution Management System (DMS)
UC—according to the categorization proposed in [3]—with the scope of performing an IOP testing.
In contrast to the UCs analyzed in [11,12], the application of the methodology for a DMS UC is
performed for the first time at the best of the authors’ knowledge. The selected UC studies an exemplary
chain of flexibility activation which provides the Distribution System Operator (DSO) with the voltage
regulation service. For accomplishing this voltage support service, the flexibility activation chain is
characterized by the following three mutually interacting actors: the Supervisory Control And Data
Acquisition system of the DSO (DSO SCADA), a field gateway in the form of a Remote Terminal Unit
(RTU) and a flexibility source in terms of a flexible load (FLEX). Using a widely known terminology
within the testing community, these three actors can be considered to be building the Equipment
Under Test (EUT), since the functionality of the flexibility activation chain as a whole is investigated
under an IOP perspective. However, in this research work, no physical hardware implementation is
done, instead models of these three actors are employed. A specific test bed is adopted, which includes
a testing environment comprising real-time power grid simulator and communication network
emulator. The test bed used in this research work is based on a hardware-in-the-loop (HiL) setup.

This research work stems from the SGAM-based interoperability/interchangeability study
carried out in the European Union Horizon 2020 InterFlex project [13], where six different European
demonstration sites were realized with a focus on flexibility services, spanning from energy generation
to demand. Two findings of [13] are used in this research work to build the architecture and the
functionality of the selected UC, as follows.

• In [13], two main architectures are identified (out of the different European demonstrators
implemented therein) which are at disposal for the DSO to activate the flexibility source, namely
via a direct (“lower-bound”) or an indirect (“upper-bound”) interface. More specifically, the DSO
could either employ its own field gateway (e.g., an RTU) to access the sources of flexibility
(lower-bound architecture) or, alternatively, the DSO SCADA system can be first interfaced with
an intermediate actor (an aggregator or an energy management system) and then access the
flexibility via a field gateway (upper-bound architecture). The reader is referred to [14] for more
details. The first alternative (lower-bound architecture) is employed for building the architecture
of the UC selected for this research work, while the second one is not addressed.

• In [13], a set of “super-categories” is identified as a set of possible DSO services supported by the
activation of a flexibility chain across the different European demonstrators implemented therein.
More details in this regard are provided in [15]. Out of all the super-categories identified (e.g.,
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congestion management, frequency support, voltage support, etc.), the “voltage support” service
is used in this research work for defining the functionality of the selected UC.

In addition, in the present paper, connections with [13] are made where needed to motivate some
specific assumptions and applications. For example, some of the telecommunication technologies
considered during the BAP creation or the intervals of variation of some input parameters during the
DoE step do reflect some demo-specific implementations of [13].

In the adopted UC, the lower-bound architecture (employed by the DSO to activate the flexibility
source) for providing a voltage support service is analyzed under an IOP point of view. In particular,
the performance of the system represented by the chain DSO SCADA↔ RTU and RTU↔ FLEX is
investigated under different operational conditions (considering, during the DoE phase, heterogeneous
parameters, i.e., related to the voltage support service as well as to the communication infrastructure),
evaluating their effect on influencing the IOP testing verdict. Specifically, the outcome of IOP testing
is defined in terms of a “pass” or “fail” verdict, considering the final value of the restored voltage at
a specific power grid node after the flexibility activation. The results lead to a qualitative ranking of
the input parameters in terms of relative importance in affecting the system performance.

This approach of IOP testing can be mapped to the so-called “active interoperability testing”,
which is the alternative of the “passive interoperability testing”. In [16], the difference between these
two approaches is extensively addressed. The passive IOP testing can be seen as a simple “monitoring”
of the EUT to detect possible IOP issues (faults) when the EUT works in normal conditions. On the
other hand, the active IOP testing has the scope to detect IOP faults on a given EUT by applying a series
of stimuli, hence disturbing the normal EUT operation. Examples of passive IOP tests are more easily
found in the literature, being more straightforward and less consuming in terms of testing system
deployment. For example, reference [17] proposes a passive IOP test method for IEC 61850-9-2-based
multi-vendor merging units, which exchange information with a protection relay. The IOP testing
result is in the form of a “pass” or “fail”. Similarly, paper [18] performs a passive IOP testing between
multi-vendor digital substation devices and the test results are again in the form of IOP success or
failure. These are some examples of common practices of passive IOP testing. However, in the research
work described in the present paper the active IOP testing approach is chosen, since the interest is in
investigating the system IOP under different operational conditions.

It is noteworthy that the methodological approach followed and applied in this research work
for IOP testing purposes is not restricted to the specific UC. In particular, the same procedure
can be applied not only to the UCs implemented in all the demonstrators of [13] (which provide
a comprehensive and applicative environment for an IOP testing in the SG context), but also to any
other set of demonstrators/UCs in the SG domain. Of course, the specific instantiation of the IOP
testing methodology has to take into account the peculiar properties of the UC under analysis (e.g.,
architecture, functionality, etc.) so to design a meaningful and robust IOP testing specifically tailored
for the SG application under study. In fact, not only will the definition of BAPs, BAIOPs and DoE
be different (depending on the specifics of the developed UC), but also proper modifications and/or
extension of the adopted test bed as well as the selected EUT have to be operated when considering
different UCs and other (physical or modelled) equipment. Nonetheless, the considerations made
in this research work may be useful and reusable in the sense that general directions to take into
account when applying this IOP testing approach are provided and highlighted to facilitate specialized
engineers and/or SG stakeholders when dealing with the IOP testing challenge.

The main contributions of this research work are as follows.

• After being applied to the examined UC, the JRC-SGILab methodology has revealed to be a flexible
and valuable tool to successfully accomplish the breakdown of the IOP testing into a structured
framework. The broad-scope range of applicability of this methodology is proven to be promising
and a variety of different SG applications can undoubtedly benefit from it when tackling the
challenge of the IOP testing.
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• Beside a thorough definition of BAPs and BAIOPs, the experimental design has been found to be
a crucial activity to thoroughly characterize complex systems and investigate their performance
under an IOP perspective. The systematic laying out of a detailed experimental plan should be
an essential step before performing an IOP testing of any SG application.

• From the collected results, it is shown that, without the integration (within the IOP testing
workflow) of fine statistical tools, it is challenging to deepen specific features of the system
IOP behavior (for example, the ranking in quantitative terms of the system parameters or the
identification of mutual interactions which may be important in driving the IOP verdict).

• The concepts of inter- and intra-BAIOP testing are proposed in this work to reflect different (but
possibly complementary) interests of SG stakeholders, i.e., the evaluation of the system IOP across
multiple BAIOPs and/or within one specific BAIOP.

• From this research work, SG stakeholders can have a useful insight into possible downsides
to take into account when they have to deal with the IOP testing challenge in large-scale and
complex power systems as well as future SG applications similar to the one addressed with the
examined UC.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the adopted JRC-SGILab
methodology, its application to the examined UC for the purpose of IOP testing and the concepts of
inter- and intra-BAIOP. Section 3 provides and comments the experimental results. Section 4 includes
the discussion which can be derived from this research work. Section 5 provides the conclusions.

2. Material and Methods

This section first presents the JRC-SGILab methodology followed in this research work (Section 2.1)
and the test bed adopted (Section 2.2). In Section 2.3 the application of the JRC-SGILab methodology is
thoroughly described from the UC definition to the DoE and test design and the concepts of inter- and
intra-BAIOP testing are proposed.

2.1. The JRC-SGILab Adopted Methodology

For investigating the performance of the system represented by the chain DSO SCADA↔ RTU
and RTU ↔ FLEX under an IOP perspective, this research work adopts the basic methodological
directions proposed in [10] by the JRC-SGILab. This “Smart Grid interoperability testing methodology”
report presents best practices for UC developers, experimenters and analysts to perform an integrated
IOP testing for SG applications. The step-by-step procedure suggested by the JRC-SGILab is
schematically depicted in Figure 1, where the six activities to be performed for the IOP testing are
shown in the dark blue boxes.

Figure 1. Block diagram of the EC-JRC-SGILab proposed methodology for IOP testing [10].
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The documentation of the methodology proposed by the JRC-SGILab also includes some templates
which have to be filled out during the testing process. Excerpts of these documents are reported in the
rest of the paper as needed. In this subsection, the theoretical aspects of the adopted methodology are
briefly described, while its specific application to the selected UC is detailed in Section 2.3.

The adopted IOP testing methodology starts with the creation of the UC, in which the description
of the possible sequences of interactions between the actors/components of the system under study is
related to a specific scope/functionality. The UC description helps in formalizing all the functional and
non-functional requirements related to the behavior of the system and serves as the basis for designing
the experimental tests as well as the configuration of the test bed.

The profiling phase is composed of BAP and BAIOP creation. During the BAP definition, it has
to be determined which standards (or set of standards) are considered, which options from these
standards are selected and how they are used to reach the desired UC functionality. In particular,
for defining the BAPs, the standards (and their options) specifying the information flows between
all the UC actors/components are considered, taking into account also possible alternative ways for
the actors to interact. Since each standard could specify different options, each interaction (interface)
between actors may be characterized by more than one BAP. After the BAPs definition for all the
interfaces is laid out, the BAIOPs need to be specified for describing how the IOP tests (in the SGAM
layers of interest) have to be performed under non-stress conditions. In particular, each BAIOP includes
a unique combination of BAPs for all the interfaces involved in the UC. The whole set of BAIOPs is
meant to be the basis for defining the test case(s) that will be run in the experimental phase to prove
that the functions described in the UC are correctly supported under an IOP perspective.

The DoE is a systematic approach for laying out in advance the experimental plan, taking
into account the objective of achieving an efficient production of experimental data within
a “resource-saving” context. In particular, the DoE determines how to alter the system parameters to
assess whether system IOP is met or not under different operational conditions (possibly including
also stress conditions). The main steps of an effective DoE procedure are as follows.

1. Define the scope of the experiments.
2. Identify the system response(s)—or output(s)—which must be measured.
3. Identify the process variables—or input factors—which may affect the system output(s).
4. Statistically characterize each process variable (i.e., by defining their ranges of variation).
5. Sample N values within the ranges of variation of each process variable.

The DoE procedure feeds the testing phase, in which the experimental points are tested in the
laboratory environment or, alternatively, used to feed the analytical model if the experimenter has
access to the governing equations.

Once the experimental results are collected, statistical AoE is performed on the acquired data to
specifically extract interesting features and meaningful interpret the results under an IOP perspective.
In particular, the integration within the methodology of the statistical DoE and AoE allows for the
effective investigation of which are the factors responsible for jeopardizing the system IOP (in the case
that the system functionality can be influenced by different parameters).

2.2. Adopted Test Bed

For assessing the selected UC under an IOP point of view, the test bed represented in Figure 2 is
adopted based on an HiL setup. It consists of the models of the electrical and communication grids
as well as the actors involved in the examined UC. This setup represents an environment in which
different actors and components of the electrical and communication grids interact to provide the
voltage support service of the DSO.
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Figure 2. Overall view of the test bed setup adopted in this research work (left and middle parts) [15].

More specifically, Controller HiL (CHiL) is selected as an HiL system with the MATLAB
Simulink R© modelling environment to model the power grid [19]. The CIGRE European Low Voltage
(LV) distribution network benchmark model [20] depicted in Figure 3 is modelled and interfaced
with the OPAL-RT real-time simulator via RT-LAB R©. For emulating the communication network,
the network emulator NRL CORE [21] running on a laptop with USB-to-RJ45 connectors has been used.
The three actors participating in the flexibility activation chain (i.e., DSO SCADA, RTU, and FLEX) are
modelled and run on three Raspberry Pi single-board control boards. For a more detailed presentation
about the test bed, the reader is referred to [15,22].

It is noteworthy that the first version of the test bed adopted in this work can be modified
for performing similar IOP tests of UCs examining other functionalities (such as the “congestion
management” DSO service identified in [15]). Furthermore, as depicted in the right part of Figure 2,
the test bed can be extended via a Virtual Private Network (VPN) connection such that the inclusion
of external/internal real hardware representing flexibility devices is possible, in order to conduct
Power-HiL (PHiL) tests [23].

Figure 3. Cigre LV feeder power grid used as reference grid model [20].
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2.3. Application of the JRC-SGILab Methodology in the Examined UC

In this subsection, details of how the JRC-SGILab methodology is applied in this research work
are given. Information is provided regarding the UC elaboration (Section 2.3.1), the BAPs and BAIOPs
specification (Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3) as well as the definition of DoE (Section 2.3.4) and IOP testing
(Section 2.3.5).

2.3.1. Description of Use Case

The UC examined in this research work studies the system representing the flexibility activation
chain DSO SCADA↔ RTU and RTU↔ FLEX, where DSO SCADA, RTU and FLEX mutually interact
to provide the DSO with a voltage support service as described hereafter. This UC is analyzed for IOP
purposes by studying how different operational conditions (including parameters related to the three
actors as well as to the communication infrastructure) are able to affect the system performance and
therefore the system IOP.

The actors participating in the flexibility activation chain are defined (according to [24]) in Table 1,
where some additional UC specific information is also reported.

Table 1. List of the actors for the selected UC as defined in [24].

Actor Name Actor
Type Actor Description Further Information Specific

to the UC

SCADA
system Application

Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition
system provides the basic functionality for
implementing Energy Management System or
Data Management System, especially provides
the communication with the substations to
monitor and control the grid

DSO SCADA here refers
to the monitoring actor of
the distribution grid and
consists of the acquisition and
supervisory control units (see
Table 2).

Energy
Management
Gateway
(EMG)

System

An access point (functional entity) sending
and receiving smart grid-related information
and commands between actor A and the
Customer Energy Manager (CEM), letting the
CEM decide how to process the events. The
communication is often achieved through an
internet connection or through a wireless
connection

In this UC, EMG is intended
to be the RTU through which
the DSO SCADA interfaces the
flexibility.

Flexible Load Role Load that can be modulated

In this UC, the flexible load
in the power grid is referred
to as the FLEX actor and it is
assumed to be present with
its full flexible capacity when
required

To properly feed the profiling phase (Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3), a thorough analysis of the
interactions between these actors is needed. The message sequence chart illustrated in Figure 4
shows the interactions between the three UC actors.

The specification of the information flows and the UC mechanism is described in Table 2, where the
UC step-by-step analysis is shown. In the examined UC, the DSO SCADA constantly monitors the
voltage level of the power grid (steps 1 and 2). As soon as the voltage falls outside a predefined
threshold, DSO SCADA detects it (step 3). Consequently, the DSO requires support from the FLEX
located at the customer side, by sending a flexibility activation signal via an RTU (step 4) towards the
FLEX (step 5). The FLEX offers its voltage support service in the attempt to make the system stable
again: the FLEX dispatches all its amount of flexibility (in terms of power injection) into the power
grid node where it is located (step 6). After its activation, FLEX acknowledges back to the RTU (step 7)
and then to the DSO SCADA (step 8). By keeping on monitoring the power grid and reading the node
voltages from the grid, the DSO SCADA reports back the final voltage value when the whole available
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flexibility amount is injected into the system. It is noteworthy that the monitoring behavior of the DSO
SCADA (steps 1 and 2) is conducted in a continuous manner irrespective of the activation of FLEX.
The performance of the whole system in restoring the node voltage within the predefined threshold is
analyzed under an IOP point of view, as better detailed in Section 2.3.5.

Figure 4. Message sequence chart representing the interactions between the UC actors.

In this UC, the following assumptions are made:

• Whenever a flexibility activation command for the voltage support service is sent, there is already
a certain amount of flexibility which could be activated to support this service.

• After the voltage deviation is detected by the DSO SCADA, the signal sent by the DSO SCADA to
the FLEX is in the form of a flexibility activation command, i.e., no activation request schema is
modelled and no negative answers to this flexibility activation command are considered.

• The voltage deviation detected by the DSO SCADA, which triggers the sending of a flexibility
activation command to the FLEX, is due to a fixed disturbance which occurs at a specific node
of the power grid and leads to a voltage drop. As soon as this situation is detected by the DSO
SCADA, the RTU sends the activation signal to the FLEX which is always ready to deliver all its
flexibility (the certain amount mentioned above which could be in an aggregated form and is
ready to be activated) to the same node.

• The voltage disturbance does not lead (in any node of the adopted power grid model) to any
voltage deviation beyond the regulation limits set in [25].

• The distribution system is operating based on the benchmark network data (reported in [20]) for
lines, transformers and loads.

It should be said that the assumptions made above narrow down the study to a realistic scenario
without implying any negative impact on the relevance of the IOP testing methodology. However,
one can assume other scenarios (UCs) such as the consideration of different disturbances (different
voltage deviations), multiple sources of flexibility at different locations in the grid, etc. Furthermore,
it might be of interest to evaluate IOP for different network conditions for certain studies. For instance,
the base voltages of the per-unit system, line lengths, line types, line parameters and loads can be
modified as long as the typical distribution system character is maintained. In such a case, the test bed
described in Section 2.2 can be modified accordingly for such studies. Furthermore, in Section 4 some
more suggestions are provided for the reusability of the test bed in future works.
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Table 2. Step-by-step analysis of the UC.

Step
No. Event Description of Process

or Activity
Information
Producer

Information
Receiver

Information
Exchanged

1
DSO SCADA
data reading and
storage

DSO SCADA reads nodal
voltage of the power grid
and stores the last 10
measurements

Node R11 of
CIGRE LV
feeder grid
model

DSO SCADA
acquisition
unit

Measured
voltage

2 DSO SCADA data
acquisition

DSO SCADA readings
are converted into an
average value

DSO SCADA
acquisition
unit

DSO SCADA
acquisition
unit

Computation
of the average
of the last
10 voltage
readings

3 DSO SCADA
logic actuation

If the average of the
latest 10 node voltage
measurements is lower
than a predefined
threshold, a flexibility
activation command is
produced. Otherwise, no
activation command is
sent out

DSO SCADA
acquisition
unit

DSO SCADA
supervisory
control unit

Logical
analysis of
the measured
voltage

4 Command to RTU

If flexibility is required,
the DSO SCADA sends
a flexibility activation
command to RTU

DSO SCADA
supervisory
control unit

RTU
Flexibility
activation
command

5 Command to
FLEX

RTU sends the flexibility
activation command to
FLEX

RTU FLEX
Flexibility
activation
command

6 Flexibility
dispatch

FLEX injects all its
amount of flexibility into
R11 node

FLEX

Node R11
of Cigre LV
feeder grid
model

Power
injection

7 Acknowledgment

FLEX acknowledges
RTU that FLEX has
injected all its amount
of power according to
the flexibility activation
command

FLEX RTU Feedback
from FLEX

8 Acknowledgment

RTU acknowledges DSO
SCADA that FLEX has
injected all its amount
of power according to
the flexibility activation
command

RTU
DSO SCADA
supervisory
control unit

Feedback
from RTU

The selected UC can be mapped to the SGAM layers of interest in this application (namely
component, function and communication) as depicted in Figure 5.

The component layer comprises the three actors of the flexibility chain interacting for providing
the voltage support service, organized in the lower-bound architecture where the DSO SCADA is
directly interfaced with the flexibility device through the RTU.

The function layer represents the functionality achieved by the selected UC, namely the
voltage support service which needs to be provided by the flexibility activation chain in the
lower-bound architecture.

The communication layer is built based on all the communication protocols used in the selected
UC in order to retrieve the necessary information and control of the distribution network. The specific
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communication protocols regulating the data exchange at the interfaces DSO SCADA↔ RTU and
RTU↔ FLEX in Figure 5 are specified in Section 2.3.2. A detailed, albeit not exhaustive, list of the
communication standards for these interfaces can be found in [3]. In this reference, the network types
for the selected interfaces are also defined and indicated in Figure 5 with the letters in the green disks
(“L”, “E”).

Figure 5. Mapping of the selected UC to the SGAM layers: component, function and communication
layers are represented at the same time (on the top). The color convention of the SGAM layers (on the
bottom) is maintained [26].

It should be highlighted that in this work, information and business layers are not the focus of
the above-mentioned SGAM mapping. However, some suggestions about the potential inclusion of
business-related considerations within this UC are made in Section 4.

2.3.2. Basic Application Profiles (BAPs) Definition

According to [26], BAPs are built based on the interfaces between all the different actors involved
in the UC. As depicted in Figure 5, the interaction links of interest are the interfaces DSO SCADA↔
RTU and RTU↔ FLEX. The list of the considered BAPs related to the interfaces between the three
UC actors is shown in Table 3. The communication parameters specifying each of the BAP-forming
communication technologies are reported in Table 4. It is noteworthy that in the communication SGAM
layer, out of all the possible communication standards regulating the actors’ interfaces of this UC,
the BAPs are defined in this research work by looking at the different state-of-the-art communication
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technologies implemented in the demonstrators of [13] as well as potential candidates for future
implementations.

Table 3. List of the BAPs considered for the selected UC, defined according to the considered
communication technologies.

From
Actor

To
Actor Technology BAP Identifier

DSO RTU Ethernet xDSL (Digital Subscriber Line) cable BAP 1a
DSO RTU Mobile network BAP 1b
DSO RTU Real-Time Communication (RTC) BAP 1c

DSO RTU Narrow-band Power Line Communication
(PLC)/Radio Frequency (RF) Mesh BAP 1d

RTU FLEX Fiber (home)/Local Ethernet BAP 2a
RTU FLEX Narrow-band PLC/RF Mesh BAP 2b

Table 4. Definition of the communication parameters specifying the different telecommunication
technology options considered in Table 3.

Technology Bandwidth
(Mbps)

Background
Traffic (Mbps)

Delay
(µs)

Jitter
(µs)

Packet
Loss (%)

Duplicate
(%)

Fiber (home) Local
Ethernet 100 Link dependent 3000 1000 0 0

Ethernet xDSL cable 20 Link dependent 30,000 10,000 0 0

Mobile network 10 Link dependent 60,000 20,000 1 0

Narrow-band
PLC/RF Mesh 0.1 Link dependent 300,000 100,000 3 0

RTC 0.056 Link dependent 150,000 50,000 0 0

2.3.3. Basic Application Interoperability Profiles (BAIOPs) Definition

After the BAPs definition for all the interfaces is laid out, the BAIOPs need to be specified [3,26] to
determine how the IOP tests have to be performed under non-stress conditions. In this research work,
out of all the possible BAPs combinations in Table 3, only a subset has been considered and tested.
In particular, the three BAIOPs selected for the SGAM communication layer are reported in Table 5,
each one of them characterized by a unique combination of the telecommunication technologies
reported in Table 4. As an example, BAIOP 1 results from the combination of BAP 1a (“Ethernet
xDSL/cable” technology for the interface DSO↔ RTU) and BAP 2a (“Fiber/local Ethernet” technology
for the interface RTU↔ FLEX). These two BAPs are characterized by the specific configuration of
communication parameters (set up in the network emulator) which can be read in the third and second
rows of Table 4, respectively.

Table 5. List of the BAIOPs considered within the selected UC for the communication layer.

Use Case BAIOP Identifier BAPs Identifier

Lower-Bound Voltage Support
BAIOP 1 BAP 1a + BAP 2a
BAIOP 2 BAP 1b + BAP 2b
BAIOP 3 BAP 1a + BAP 2b

2.3.4. Design of Experiments

The overall system performance in terms of the UC functionality (i.e., for providing the voltage
support service) is assessed by deliberately changing the parameters which are considered, a-priori,
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as potentially being able to affect the system output and therefore the IOP verdict. For this purpose,
the DoE procedure is employed and applied in this research work as detailed hereafter.

1. Definition of the experimental goals. In this UC, a DSO SCADA is interfaced with the FLEX via
an RTU to provide the voltage support service. The objective of the UC is to investigate the
IOP between these three actors under different telecommunication architectures (inter-BAIOP
testing) and, for a given telecommunication architecture, under different service-related conditions
(intra-BAIOP testing). Details of these two types of tests are given in Section 2.3.5.

2. Definition of the system output(s). Two system responses are identified as system outputs relevant
for assessing the IOP of the flexibility activation chain.

• Restored voltage (Vres), i.e., the value of the voltage measured at a specific node after the
flexibility (located at the same node) is activated in the attempt of restoring the voltage
within the allowed DSO-specific voltage range. In other words, after the flexibility activation
is accomplished (step 8 of Table 2), the voltage monitoring (steps 1 and 2) delivers Vres.

• Restoration time (tres), i.e., the time the system takes to restore the voltage at the specific
node. In the case that the voltage restoration (within the DSO-specific admitted voltage
range) is not successful, tres is given an infinite value.

3. Definition of the input factors. Two categories of input factors (i.e., parameters which potentially
influence the system response) are taken into account for the DoE of the laboratory testing.

• Communication-related input factors, related to the chosen telecommunication architecture.
These communication-related input factors are: Bandwidth (Mbps), Background traffic
(Mbps), Delay (µs), Jitter (µs), Packet Loss (%), Duplicate (%).

• Service-related input factors, related to the three actors involved in the flexibility activation
chain (DSO SCADA, RTU, FLEX) for providing the voltage support service. In particular,
the following four service-related parameters are defined.

– RTU Processing Time (RTUProcT), which refers to the internal RTU time delay (i.e.,
time before RTU sends a flexibility activation signal to FLEX).

– Admitted Voltage Deviation (AVD), which is the “quality of service” the DSO wants to
provide in terms of maximum allowable voltage deviation.

– Flexibility Response Time (FlexRespT), which is the time required for the flexibility to
activate (i.e., time that FLEX takes before injecting its flexibility amount into the specific
power grid node).

– Flexibility Capacity (FlexCap), which is the total amount of flexibility available in FLEX.

4. Identification of the ranges of variation of the input factors. As suggested by the procedure, information
regarding the limits of variation of the selected input factors may come from different sources
(such as literature, expert knowledge, preliminary experiments, standards etc.).

• For the service-related input factors, the references used are [25] for AVD, [27] for RTUProcT
and [28,29] for FLEX-related parameters. More specifically, these four input factors are
considered to be stochastic variables (with a specific Probability Density Function, PDF),
whose ranges of variation are taken into account and reported in Table 6.
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Table 6. List of the service-related input factors, together with their statistical characterization. For the
Gaussian PDF, the mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) are reported, while the min and max values
specify the uniform PDFs.

Input Factor Name PDF Type PDF-Specific Parameters

RTUProcT (ms) Gaussian µ = 90, σ = 10
AVD (%) Uniform min = 2.5, max = 7.5

FlexRespT (ms) Uniform min = 60, max = 80
FlexCap (KW) Uniform min = 41.8, max = 156.75

• For the communication-related input factors, information derived from state-of-the-art
telecommunication technologies (in particular, as those implemented in the demonstrators
of [13]) as well as potential future implementations is used. More specifically, the choice
is made, in each telecommunication technology of Table 3, to set the values of the
communication-related input factors as reported in Table 4.

5. Sampling within the input factors’ ranges. Ranges are defined only for the service-related input
factors, for which N values are randomly sampled from the intervals specified in the previous
step and reported in Table 6. These N values for each service-related input factor are used within
the intra-BAIOP testing (see Section 2.3.5).

A summary of the implementation of the DoE procedure is presented in a condensed way in Table 7,
which is an excerpt of the template document provided in the JRC-SGILab report specifically filled out
for the examined UC.

Table 7. Specification of the DoE procedure in the examined UC.

DoE Steps Description

Define the goals of the experiment

Assess the IOP of the three actors involved in the flexibility
activation chain in order to perform the functionality as
described in the examined UC, under different operational
conditions. Two types of IOP tests are performed, namely
inter-BAIOP and intra-BAIOP. See Section 2.3.5.

Identify the system response to be
measured

Two different outputs are measured: restored voltage (Vres)
and restoration time (tres). Equations (1)–(3) specify the
criteria used for defining the IOP verdict.

Identify the input factors

Communication-related input factors: Bandwidth,
Background traffic, Delay, Jitter, Packet loss, Duplicate
(see Table 4).
Service-related input factors: RTUProcT, AVD, FlexRespT,
FlexCap (see Table 6).

Identify the intervals of variation of
the input factors

Taking into account the chosen BAIOPs, the values of
the communication-related input factors are reported
in Table 4, while the intervals of variation for the
service-related input factors are reported in Table 6.

Sample N values for the inputs
within their intervals of variation

For the intra-BAIOP testing, N values are sampled for each
service-related input factor within its range of variation.

2.3.5. Interoperability Testing and the Proposed Concepts of Inter- and Intra-BAIOP

In the previous subsections, the first steps of the JRC-SGILab methodology have been
followed, namely UC creation (Section 2.3.1), BAPs and BAIOPs definition (Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3),
DoE specification (Section 2.3.4). In this subsection, the IOP testing is defined and the concepts of inter-
and intra-BAIOP IOP testing are proposed.
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Definition of the Interoperability Testing

Testing is the following step to verify IOP of the system under study. It is noteworthy that
“interoperability testing” is significantly different from “conformance testing” [2]. In fact, it can be the
case that two implementations individually comply with a standard (i.e., they pass the conformance
testing) but are still not able to operate together correctly in performing a predefined functionality (i.e.,
they are not interoperable). The JRC-SGILab methodology specifically focuses on the IOP testing.

As reported in [10], the result of the IOP testing should be either “pass” or “fail”, therefore the
test should be planned and executed to lead to a clear verdict. The pass/fail verdict for the specific UC
IOP testing is defined according to the following criteria:

i f F < AVD then ”PASS” (1)

i f F > AVD then ”FAIL” (2)

where (assuming a reference voltage VREF):

F = 100 ∗ |Vres −VREF|
VREF

(3)

Moreover, when collecting the results not only is recorded the pass/fail verdict of the IOP test,
but also the values actually measured for the two system responses (Vres and tres).

In the following paragraphs, the concepts of inter- and intra-BAIOP are proposed, which refer
to the two types of IOP testing specifically performed in this research work. However, these two
concepts may also assume a general value and be considered to be two variants of IOP testing to be
performed (in a complementary way) while applying the JRC-SGILab methodology; therefore inter-
and intra-BAIOP concepts can be seen as an enrichment/extension of the “testing” activity of the
JRC-SGILab methodology (Figure 1).

Inter-BAIOP Interoperability Testing

When performing an IOP testing, the analyst may be interested in evaluating the impact of the
different BAIOPs on the system performance under an IOP point of view. In this direction, the concept
of “inter-BAIOP” IOP testing is proposed, in order to qualitatively and/or quantitatively evaluate
which is the influence of the BAIOPs under study on the system performance and IOP.

Translating this concept in terms of the specific UC under test (where only BAIOPs for the SGAM
communication layer are considered), the inter-BAIOP testing is carried out to assess the influence
of using different telecommunication architectures for achieving the functionality of the UC (i.e.,
providing the voltage support service in the examined flexibility activation chain). As described in
Section 2.3.3, three different BAIOPs are chosen to be tested against IOP (reported in Table 5), each one
of them characterized by a specific combination of telecommunication technologies supporting the
interfaces between the three actors of the flexibility chain. Hence an analysis across the three selected
BAIOPs is performed.

More in detail, the set of inter-BAIOP experiments performed within the research work is planned
as follows. For each BAIOP (with the specific configuration of communication-related parameters
as specified in Table 4), the service-related input factors are fixed at a predefined value, given the
non-trivial experimental acquisition time. In particular, these service-related parameters are set at their
mean value, taking into account the respective ranges of variation as defined in Table 6. This way,
three test cases have been formalized (one for each BAIOP): by running the laboratory experiments
with these specific input configurations, the system performance across each telecommunication
architecture is assessed by measuring the system response in terms of Vres and tres. The results for the
inter-BAIOP testing are shown hereafter in Section 3.1.
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Intra-BAIOP Interoperability Testing

Beside the evaluation of the system performance across different BAIOPs (inter-BAIOP testing),
the analyst is also interested in assessing the system performance within a given BAIOP under an IOP
perspective. The concept of “intra-BAIOP” IOP testing refers exactly to this type of testing.

Speaking in terms of the examined UC, the purpose of intra-BAIOP tests is to analyze how the
variation of the different service-related parameters related to the different actors involved in the
flexibility chain will impact the system response (Vres and tres) within a specific telecommunication
architecture (BAIOP) and therefore the IOP verdict. For this purpose, the DoE determines the strategy
for sampling the space spanned by the service-related inputs so to properly perturb the system in
order to verify whether the system IOP holds under different conditions.

In theoretical terms, an intra-BAIOP testing may be carried out for each of the (three) considered
BAIOPs. However, it may be of interest for the experimenter to focus only on one specific BAIOP:
in this case, the criterion for the "most interesting" BAIOP selection may be based on the evaluation of
the inter-BAIOP testing results. Specifically, in this research work the telecommunication infrastructure
which delivers the “best” system response (in terms of “optimal” combination of Vres and tres from
a DSO’s perspective) as determined by the inter-BAIOP testing is the one further investigated under
an intra-BAIOP perspective. The results for the intra-BAIOP testing are presented hereafter in
Section 3.2. Table 8 provides an excerpt of a JRC-SGILab Test Description document, which has
been specifically filled out for defining one intra-BAIOP test case.

Table 8. Example of Test Description document for an intra-BAIOP test case.

Test Case ID Intra-BAIOP/TC1

BAIOP ID/UC ID BAIOP1/Lower-Bound Voltage Support

Interoperability
layer Functional

Summary of the test

DSO SCADA monitors node voltages of the power grid. One specific
node (R11) of the LV-feeder CIGRE grid model is considered and a specific
disturbance (causing voltage to drop) is introduced therein. The DSO
SCADA logic is actuated in the case that the average of the latest 10 node
voltage measurements is lower than the predefined threshold (AVD).
At this point, the DSO SCADA sends a flexibility activation signal to
the RTU which reacts with a delay equal to RTUProcT and sends the
flexibility activation command to the FLEX available at that node. FLEX,
after a time equal to FlexRespT, reacts to the RTU activation signal and
injects all its amount of flexibility (equal to FlexCap) into that node.

Test Purpose Evaluate the IOP between all the actors involved in the flexibility
activation chain under different operational conditions.

Test Description

Step 1
Perform initial measurements to ensure the well-functioning of the
communication between the EUT, the power grid model and the network
emulator

Step 2 Setup the communication parameters for representing the selected BAIOP

Step 3
After introducing a fixed disturbance at the specific node, the flexibility
activation chain starts operating under a given configuration of
service-related input factors (RTUProcT, AVD, FlexRespT, FlexCap)

Step 4 Collect the measurement values in terms of Vres and tres

Step 5

IOP test verdict:
PASS: if F < AVD
FAIL: otherwise
The value of F is defined as described in Equation (3).
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3. Results

In this section, the results for both inter-BAIOP and intra-BAIOP tests are illustrated and the
respective conclusions are drawn. It is noteworthy that these conclusions are bound to the modelling
environment (both grid and component models) and the assumptions used in this UC in order to set
the boundaries for the IOP testing.

The following convention is adopted for the plots presented from Figures 6–10. The values of Vres

(readable on the right axis) are indicated with black diamonds, while the values of tres (readable on the
left axis) are indicated with vertical bars. The information regarding the IOP verdict is carried by the
color of the vertical bars: red and green bars indicate the outcome of “fail” and “pass”, respectively.

3.1. Inter-BAIOP Interoperability Testing

In this subsection, the results of the experiments with respect to the inter-BAIOP IOP testing are
provided. The scope of this inter-BAIOP test is to assess what is the influence of selecting different
BAIOPs on the system performance under an IOP perspective.

The three experiments for the inter-BAIOP tests lead to the results reported in Figure 6, where the
different possible telecommunication architectures (BAIOPs) considered in Table 5 are investigated.
The performance of the system represented by the flexibility activation chain is examined in terms
of Vres and tres values, and the IOP verdict is recorded. From Figure 6 the following conclusion can
be derived.

The three different BAIOPs can equally support the voltage deviation and restore the voltage to
Vres = 0.96 per unit. Evaluating the system response in terms of tres, the restoration time shows more
dependency on the specific telecommunication technology combinations.

The IOP verdict is “pass” in each of the three tested configurations: when the system is placed
under non-stress conditions (mean values of the service-related parameters within their intervals of
variation), all the three BAIOPs successfully pass the IOP test. Therefore, speaking in terms of IOP
verdict, in this situation the system IOP is not affected by the selection of different BAIOPs.

The results deriving from this inter-BAIOP testing can be used, for example, by the DSO in the
following manner. Given that all the three BAIOPs successfully pass the IOP test, the attention of the
DSO, in order to “rate” the quality of the voltage support service under different telecommunication
architectures, may be aimed towards the one which is capable of delivering the optimal combination
of tres and Vres. In this specific case, the BAIOP able to deliver the best tres (i.e., the least restoration
time) would be chosen.

Figure 6. Inter-BAIOP testing—impact of the different considered BAIOPs on the system response,
in terms of tres, Vres and outcome of the IOP test.
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It has to be highlighted that other strategies could be used for this inter-BAIOP testing: for example,
instead of using mean values for the service-related parameters in each BAIOP, the sampling of
more experimental points might have been an alternative, as well as choosing another inter-BAIOP
“indicator” (for evaluating the effect of selecting different BAIOPs) instead of the same system responses
used for the intra-BAIOP testing (i.e., Vres and tres). The choice of other indicators for evaluating the
system performance across BAIOPs is left as future work direction.

3.2. Intra-BAIOP Interoperability Testing

In this subsection, the results of the experiments for the intra-BAIOP tests are shown. The aim
of these intra-BAIOP tests is to assess how the system performance (and therefore the IOP verdict) is
affected, within a specific BAIOP, when changing the configuration of the service-related parameters
(potentially considering also stress conditions).

As described in Section 2.3.5, intra-BAIOP testing is carried out within a specific
telecommunication architecture (i.e., BAIOP, with values of the communication parameters as specified
in Table 4). In particular, the BAIOP which has provided the best results after the inter-BAIOP testing
(Figure 6) is worth investigating (in other words, the information derived from the inter-BAIOP testing
can guide the intra-BAIOP testing). In this particular case, it is assumed that the DSO (in order to
be able to deliver the “best” quality of service according to its own preference) chooses BAIOP 1,
where an optimal combination of restored voltage and restoration time is achieved. For this selected
telecommunication architecture, the intra-BAIOP testing provides an insight about the performance
of the flexibility activation chain under an IOP point of view, by assessing the system behavior for
different configurations of AVD, FlexCap, FlexRespT and RTUProcT. In particular, for each BAIOP
the N test cases are produced by letting each service-related input factor, one after another, free to vary
within its interval of variation while the others are set at their mean values.

3.2.1. DSO-Related Intra-BAIOP Testing

To analyze the impact of the AVD that the DSO considers for the voltage support service,
an intra-BAIOP testing is carried out by setting RTUProcT, FlexRespT, FlexCap to their mean values
while AVD varies in the tolerance range that the DSO wants to provide for its voltage support service.
In particular, the interval of variation defined for AVD (see Table 6) is less than the voltage deviation
at the node under study caused by the disturbance. A random sampling is performed within the range
of variation of AVD.

The experimental results after running this set of test cases can be observed in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Intra-BAIOP testing—impact of the admitted voltage deviation (AVD) on the system response
(in terms of tres and Vres) and on the IOP verdict.
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The following conclusions can be drawn from Figure 7. The quality of service (AVD) that the
DSO wants to provide after a disturbance can affect the restoration time (tres). On the other hand,
the amount of restored voltage (Vres) is not affected at all, since it is dependent on the (fixed) amount
of flexibility (FlexCap) available at the specific node. Moreover, it can be noticed that, when the
flexibility and RTU-related parameters are fixed at their mean value, there is a minimum amount of
AVD required for the system to restore; below this threshold, the IOP test fails (red bars at low values
of AVD). In other words, the DSO cannot expect to increase the quality of service (i.e., decrease AVD)
while the amount of available flexibility at the customer side (FlexCap) is fixed.

3.2.2. Flexibility-Related Intra-BAIOP Testing

The impact on the system response of FLEX-related input factors (FlexRespT and FlexCap) is
then investigated. For this purpose, the values of AVD and RTUProcT are set to the mean value in
their variation range (see Table 6).

First, to analyze the effect of FlexCap on the system performance, FlexRespT is also set at its
mean value, letting FlexCap free to vary within its range of variation.

As shown in Figure 8, FlexCap has an influence on both Vres and tres, as well as on the IOP
verdict. It can be observed that there should be a minimum amount of flexibility to restore the voltage.
This aspect needs to be taken into consideration by the DSO while making the contractual agreement
with the flexibility owner: if the amount of FlexCap is below a certain amount, the IOP test will fail.

Figure 8. Intra-BAIOP testing—impact of the flexibility capacity (FlexCap) on the system response (in
terms of tres and Vres) and on the IOP verdict.

Similarly, to analyze the effect of FlexRespT on the system response, FlexCap is now set at its
mean value, with FlexRespT left free to vary. The result can be observed in Figure 9.

As observed, FlexRespT influences the system response only in terms of the restoration time,
the restored voltage value not being affected at all. No “fail” IOP verdicts are recorded in this specific
input configuration.

3.2.3. RTU-Related Intra-BAIOP Testing

Finally, the parameters related to DSO (AVD) and FLEX (FlexRespT, FlexCap) are set to their
mean values, while RTUProcT varies within its predefined range. The results can be observed in
Figure 10.

As observed, RTUProcT influences the behavior of the system only in terms of the restoration
time. Similar to Figure 9, there are no failure situations with the specific operational conditions.

In addition, by comparing the results of Figures 9 and 10 (in terms of tres), it can be concluded
that FlexRespT has a higher impact on affecting the restoration time compared to RTUProcT.
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Figure 9. Intra-BAIOP testing—impact of flexibility response time (FlexRespT) on the system response
(in terms of tres and Vres) and on the IOP verdict.

Figure 10. Intra-BAIOP testing—impact of RTU processing time (RTUProcT) on the system response
(in terms of tres and Vres) and on the IOP verdict.

Collecting all the results shown in this subsection for the intra-BAIOP testing (bound to the
assumptions made for modelling the UC), the following conclusions can be additionally drawn.
For a given BAIOP, when the system represented by the flexibility activation chain is studied for
different configurations of the service-related input factors (possibly considering also stress conditions),
its performance as well as the IOP verdict are affected in a different manner: some parameters are
able to change the IOP verdict, while other ones seem not important in leading the variation of the
system IOP outcome. In qualitative terms, it can be concluded that AVD and FlexCap have a higher
importance with respect to FlexRespT and RTUProcT, since they are able (with their variation) to
change the IOP verdict from “fail” to “pass”. However, a quantitative ranking (in terms of importance)
of the service-related input factors (in accordance to the selected system responses) is challenging.

Moreover, there are minimum values of AVD and FlexCap (bound to the specific service-related
input configuration used for conducting these intra-BAIOP tests) which the DSO needs to take into
account for guaranteeing system IOP, and therefore it seems that interactions do exist between these
input factors.

Given these considerations, in order to derive conclusions in terms of quantitative ranking of the
input factors, quantification of the interactions and “IOP thresholds”, more advanced statistical tools
are needed, which might effectively assist the SG stakeholders in getting this type of information.
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4. Discussion

In this work, an application of the JRC-SGILab methodology proposed in [10] is presented for
IOP testing within the context of a DMS UC, by using a real-time simulation environment with a
CHiL technique. The examined UC describes the flexibility activation chain involving DSO SCADA,
RTU and FLEX, mutually interacting to provide the voltage support service.

Given the difficulty of the IOP testing problem, in this research work a lot of attention has been put
on the application of methodological aspects formalized in the JRC-SGILab methodology report [10],
namely (1) UC creation, (2) BAP and (3) BAIOP definition, (4) DoE procedure, the latter specifically
applied in the UC under study since several parameters can change and affect the system functionality
under an IOP point of view. The JRC-SGILab methodology has revealed to be a valuable tool to
properly support the breakdown process of the IOP testing problem into a structured framework.

In this research work two types of testing, namely inter- and intra-BAIOP tests, are carried out
to evaluate the system performance and IOP across different BAIOPs and within a specific BAIOP,
respectively. These two types of IOP testing can be seen as an extension/enhancement of the “testing”
activity of the JRC-SGILab methodology [10], since they can be used in a complementary manner
by SG stakeholders when their interest is assessing the system IOP both across the selected BAIOPs
(inter-BAIOP IOP testing) and within a specific BAIOP (intra-BAIOP IOP testing). If the concept of
intra-BAIOP testing is somehow implicit in [10], the concept of inter-BAIOP testing is here specified
for the first time and can be further investigated. For example, it can be adapted (depending on the
UC under analysis) to formalize a UC specific indicator which can effectively assist DSOs and SG
stakeholders in general during their decision making process while examining system IOP across
different BAIOPs.

It has to be highlighted that the AoE step (involving sensitivity analysis, metamodeling, adaptive
strategies) of the JRC-SGILab methodology, even if of high interest for the application of this research
work, is not specifically applied to the selected UC. In fact, this research work was originated from
the motivation to preliminarily start “setting the scene” of an IOP testing layout of a large-scale and
heterogeneous system (i.e., entailing parameters not only related to the power grid but also to the
communication), before already performing more advanced statistical analyses, whose effectiveness
can be fully recognized in a system with higher maturity level. Nonetheless, this first application of the
methodology has made possible revealing some interesting features and potential drawbacks which
need to be taken into account when performing IOP testing in UCs and systems similar to those of this
research work. These emerged considerations are discussed hereafter and will be guiding the authors
in the refinement of the test bed as well as the UC, and the implementation of the AoE procedure in
an already known environment.

It is emerged how critical the DoE phase is, beside the BAP-BAIOP specification. In particular,
in order to carry out a full characterization of the system under analysis and a thorough IOP testing,
much effort needs to be put in the definition of the input factors together with the system response(s)
to properly assess the overall system performance, detect possible IOP issues and identify the
parameters responsible for driving the IOP verdict. For example, in the performed intra-BAIOP
testing four service-related input factors are selected during the DoE phase as being potentially
able to influence the system output with their variation, while the communication parameters
are fixed in each BAIOP. However, one could make the choice to select different service-related
parameters (and/or system outputs), or even to increase their number. In the similar direction, while
performing an intra-BAIOP testing the communication-related parameters (in this research work fixed
in the intra-BAIOP testing) could also be changed (together with the service-related input factors)
to investigate the relative importance of heterogeneous (i.e., service- and communication- related)
parameters in jointly driving the system performance. However, while defining the ranges of variation
for the communication-related parameters there would be the constraint to specify them such that no
violation of the communication requirements of the selected telecommunication architecture (BAIOP)
is made. In other words, if their ranges are not defined carefully, the experimenter will run into the
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risk to consider communication parameters which are not realistic for the specific telecommunication
technology under study. Clearly, this aspect is not trivial and needs further investigation of the
standards regulating the communication interfaces between the UC actors. Still, as long as the analyst
is interested in the investigation of the system IOP across different BAIOPs, the concept of inter-BAIOP
testing remains valid as complementary type of test.

Moreover, the choice per se of additional input parameters is not as simple as it may seem at first
glance: in fact, it will inevitably result in an increase of the system dimensionality. This feature can be
supported only by the deployment of more advanced statistical tools, able to effectively cope with the
higher system dimensionality and complexity. One example is the integration of a proper sensitivity
analysis (as suggested in [10]), which can assist the experimenter in (1) quantitatively ranking the
input factors according to their importance in driving the IOP verdict, (2) reducing the dimensionality
of the system and (3) revealing interactive features between system inputs. In particular, properties
(1) and (3) would help in a further investigation, given that in the intra-BAIOP testing performed in
this research work the ranking of the input factors and the identification of the interactions between
them are possible only in qualitative terms. The authors are aware of the potentiality of this statistical
analysis and its application is envisaged in a future work.

Regarding the IOP testing outcome per se, in this research work an evaluation of the IOP verdict
in terms of “pass” or “fail” is considered. However, in order to deepen the system IOP investigation,
it can be of interest to define an “interoperability boundary”, i.e., to identify the regions in the system
input space where the IOP verdict changes from “success” to “failure”. The same consideration done
for the system dimensionality increase applies here, i.e., more advanced statistical tools would be
required for this purpose.

For what concerns the UC development, the possibility to include (within the class of UCs similar
to the one examined in this research work) market-related considerations which are easily mapped to
the business SGAM layer has also emerged. For instance, it might be of interest to consider the idea
of a DSO-oriented indicator, which can be set according to the DSO preference taking into account
variable scores for quantifying the quality of service. In this case, a business-related system output is
worth investigating.

Furthermore, the testing environment adopted in this research work provides the foundation
for more sophisticated tests in which DSOs and flexibility providers can assess the IOP of the
different actors in achieving the service objectives by: (1) refining the test bed by the inclusion
of the indirect flexibility activation mechanism (upper-bound architecture) via a market platform
(through aggregators) or via an energy management system considering operational and economical
objectives; (2) modification of the test bed to include hardware equipment (PHiL tests including real
power hardware components such as storage units, photovoltaic inverter, etc.); (3) combination of (1)
and (2).

In short, extension of the analyses in the direction of the statistical AoE, refinement of the maturity
level of the testing environment and application of a more detailed DoE procedure are envisaged by
the authors as future work.

5. Conclusions

This research work successfully applied the “Smart Grid Interoperability Testing Methodology”
proposed by the JRC-SGILab [10] to perform an IOP testing for an SG DMS application, revealing its
flexibility and usefulness in supporting the IOP testing in the SG domain.

On one hand, the obtained results are specific to the examined UC and the adopted test bed.
However, on the other hand, this research work gives an example of how the breakdown of the IOP
problem can be structured by employing a robust methodological approach and highlights which
drawbacks may be encountered when similar SG applications are addressed. A detailed DoE reveals
to be of paramount importance for effectively being able to assess the performance (under an IOP
perspective) of complex systems in SG applications. Moreover, the results show that fine statistical
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analyses are needed in particular if a detailed investigation of the IOP behavior has to be achieved
in terms of importance ranking of the system parameters as well as identification of the interactions
between them. Furthermore, the formalized concepts of inter- and intra-BAIOP IOP testing help
in effectively reflecting different (but complementary) interests of the SG stakeholders. In addition,
the choice of working in an HiL real-time simulation environment has been revealed promising to
effectively model and reflect the heterogeneous and complex nature of presently SG applications
(where also ICT requirements become of paramount importance beside the grid-related parameters).

In short, this paper has proven the importance of the application of robust and integrated
methodologies to effectively tackle the SG IOP testing challenge, setting the scene for promising future
extensions within the context of complex SG power systems.
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AoE Analysis of Experiments
BAIOP Basic Application Interoperability Profile
BAP Basic Application Profile
DER Distributed Energy Resource
DMS Distribution Management System
DoE Design of Experiments
DSL Digital Subscriber Line
DSM Demand Side Management
DSO Distribution System Operator
EC European Commission
EV Electric Vehicle
FLEX Flexibility source
(P)/(C)-HiL (Power)/(Controller)-Hardware-in-the-Loop
ICT Information and Communication Technology
IOP Interoperability
JRC Joint Research Centre
LV Low Voltage
PLC Power Line Communication
PMU Phasor Measurement Unit
RF Radio Frequency
RTU Remote Terminal Unit
SG Smart Grid
SGAM Smart Grid Architecture Model
SG-CG Smart Grid Coordination Group
SGILab Smart Grid Interoperability Laboratory
SS Smart Sensor
UC Use Case
VPN Virtual Private Network
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